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GECMETBICAL CONSTRUCTION WITHOUT THE CLASSICAL 
RESTRICTIONS TO RULER AND COMPASSES. 

CHAPTER I 

TntrpAttCtioni 

In this discourse geometric constructions imply 

drawings or sketches which rely upon and conform to 

the principles of geometry. 

The classical restrictions permit only the use 

of the unruled straight edge and the collapsible com

passes. And these restrictions consist of those that 

are set up by the f irst three of Euclid's postulates: 

(1) That a straight line may be drawn from any 

one point to any other point. 

(2) That a terminated straight line may be pro

duced to any l^igth in a straight l ine . 

(3) That a circle may be described from any cen

ter at any distance from that center. 

In order to limit and more clearly define the scope 

of this discussion the constructions without the classical 

restrictions are primarily those that can be done by the 

aid of one or more of the following simple instruments: 

(1) The ruler which is nothing more than a straight 

edge without any markings to indicate measure

ment. 

(2) The graded ruler, an instrument that most peo

ple think of when considering tl:̂  word 'ruler'. 

Any straight edge on which markings to indicate 

measurement have been made is considered a 



'graded ruler', eren though it be merely cardboard, 

edge of a book, or the like with perhaps only one 

straight edge. The ordinary foot-rule or yard

stick as purchased from a store is a good example, 

but the meanipg is not limited to these alone, for 

i t becomes a graded ruler as soon as two marks are 

made on i t . **Papierstreifen" is the expression 

that the Germans have for i t . 

(3) Parallel ruler, the word parallel applying to 

the two opposite edges that are straight so as to 

be convenient for 'ruling'. 

(4) Compasses, the modern adjustible type. 

(5) The draftsman's T square. 

(6) The set square or carpenter's square, an in

strument, usually made of hard metal and in the 

shape of a right angle. 

(7) Draftsman's triangles. These are triangular 

shaped instruments ordinarily made of a transpa

rent material and forming either a thirty-sixty-

degree or a forty-five-degree-isosceles right 

triangle. 

In his f irst work in geometry Euclid adhered very 

closely to the restrictions iB )̂osed in his f irst three 

postulates and thus we see what can be done with ruler 

and compasses alone, rshen efforts at solvii^ SOB» of 

the more difficult problems of geometry reached out be

yond these restrictions, the more ardent 'old heads' of 

mathematics objected on the grounds that it tended to 



destroy the study of the subject. But in this discussion 

a broader latitude is to be used. Of course the confines 

of basic geometry will govern the type of construction 

as far as possible, but convenience in the use of these 

simple instruments is not to be sacrificed. If necessary 

we may mark or grade the straight edges of the T square, 

draftsman's triangles, parallel ruler or carpenter's 

square. Many amateur students of mathematics do not know 

that with these simple instruments they may solve problems 

of higher degree than is possible with ruler and coB^asses 

alone. In making reference to geometric constructions 

without the classical restrictions it is evidently not 

necessary to include the use of complicated instruments 

for drawing curves such as the conchoid, the quadratrix, 

French curve, and the l ike. Generally the writer would 

not use auxiliary curves of the conic section type which 

may require the locatii^g of a group of points individually 

Euclid was one of the first mathematicians to organize the 

study of geometry into books. Many other writers of the 

subject have patterned their works after his and even to

day modem elementary geometry as taught in our schools 

permits only a l i t t l e more freedom to the use of the 

simple instruments, ruler and compasses. The drawing of 

circles is done with compasses and that of straight lines 

with the unmarked straight edge called "ruler". The pos

tulates make no provision for the use of the compasses 

in carrying a line-segment from one position to another. 
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To the Greeks and other very early students of geometry, 

marked segments of the straight edge were not near enough 

accurate and were not used. The compasses were considered 

collapsible and f e l l apart as soon as the position of the 

center was chained. So the classical restrictions do not 

permit the carrying of a line-segment from one position to 

another by the means of the marked ruler or by fixed com

passes. One of our writers, De Morgan, states that "we 

should suppose the compasses to close of themselves the 

moment they cease to touch the paper". 

Today in makiî g the ruler and compass constructions 

we have largely abandoned these segment carrying restric

tions. We feel free to transfer line-segments by means 

of our more modern adjustable compasses, ^ile also quite 

coifflionly use the ordinary graded ruler and the paper or 

cardboard straight-edge on ishich the user makes marks. 

In using the compasses to carry segments, we merely 

shorten processes of construction which can be made with 

a l l the classical restrictions. 

To our modern student of elementary geometry the 

problem of constructing at any given point a line-segment 

equal to a given line-segment by Euclid's restricted met

hods would seem a rather tedious bit of work. But by 

means of our 'segment-carrier compasses' the process is 

a simple affair. The power of describii^ circles and 

that of carrying distances are both combined in the mod

ern compass which i s often called 'dividers'. Construe-



tions that can be done with the ruler and ' dividers'can 

be done with the ruler and Euclidean compasses, but per

haps involve a great deal more trouble. A good example 

of the transfer of a line-segment may be found in the 

construction of a regular decagon as i t is usually found 

in high school geometry textbooks. The radius of a cir

cle is divided into 'mean and extreme' ratio and the 

segment thus obtained is applied as a chord to the circle 

thus transferring the length to a new position each time 

and locating the vertices of the regular decagon. How 

tedious this would be by meaas of the collapsible com

passes. 



CHAPTER I I 

Hiatorical 

Since the main theme considered here is to be conr 

fined for the most part to the geometric phase involving 

these constructions, i t is quite fitting that the origin 

of geometry be discussed. Even though the study of num

bers and all ied theories was engaged in by many of the 

different tribes and sects of people who early occupied 

the lands around the Mediterranean, the actual beginning 

of geometry as a science is attributed to the Egyptians. 

These people employed a system of taxation that made 

necessary a science of measurii^ the surface of lands 

bordering the Nile River. The seasonal overflows of 

this river quite often destroyed the boundary markings 

of the different tracts of land held by different indivi

duals. Thus a set of reliable measurenBnts, which came 

to be known as geometry, was needed in order to restore 

these boundaries. 

According to Herodotus a portion of a plot was 

often swept away and the owner tried to get a correspond

ing reduction of his taxes. 

1. Ball, 1. I . R., A Short riistory of Mathematics, p. 5, 



Surveyors were then sent by legal authority to ascertain 

just what the actual reduction in the plot was. 'This', 

according to Herodotus, 'was the origin of geometry which 

then passed into Greece'. It is generally considered that 

the Egyptians went very l i t t l e beyond these beginnings in 

the way of developing the work as a science. Thales learnei 

only a few facts about calculations of areas of some of the 

simpler figures of geometry ^hen he visited in Egypt. Such 

as they were he carried them to the Greeks. 

Tryiig to advance to a higher degree of civil ization 

these people carried the system of Measures to commodities 

like corn and other grains so as to involve volumes. And, 

further, as a new phase they developed proofs to their 

works of geometry. Thus in this sense the Greek mathema

ticians were the creators of geometry. Never before had 

any other people thought of proving such thii^s as the 

base angles of an isosceles triaigle are equal. It was 

inspirational to 'thinkers' a l l over the world. 

Then along with the advancement of time, construc

tion aiMl building projects have nurtured and promoted 

this f ield of study until at present it i s one of our 

most useful fields of knowledge. 

Many different nationalities have contributed new 

and iB5)ortant principles in aiding this steady growth. 

2 . Heath, T.L., A Maniml of Greek Mathematics, p. 75. 
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Prom the far east the Chinese and Japanese have not con

tributed very much. The Arabs have confined their work 

largely to numbers. But to works of geometry and higher 

mathematics, the Romans, Greeks, Germans, French, and 

English have contributed much through many of their 

master minds. Apparently the efforts of more modern 

mathematicians trend largely to the practical applica

tions of the geometric principles, while the earlier 

ones attempted to discover and work out the basic prinr 

ciples of our science. 

Of the ancient Grecian and Roman geometricians of 

note some of the outstandii^ ones to #iom we are greatly 

indebted are, Thales, Anaximander, Pythagoras, Archytas, 

Theodacus, Democritus, Hippocrates of Chios, Euclid, Plato, 

Sudoxus, Menaechmus, Aristotle, Archimedes, Appolonius, 

Hipparchus, Nicomedes, Hippias, Carpus Eudoxus, Eratos

thenes, Heron, Philon of Byzantium, Diodes, Sporus, 

Pappus, Heroclides of Pontus, and Aristaeus Pappus of 

Alexandria. 

From about 600 B.C. until the present many students 

of geometry, famous and less famous, have studied and 

made many constructions in this f ield. In regard to just 

what constructions are possible it is more convenient to 

think of the f ield as divided into the divisions of 
3 

Euclidian and Non-Eucliceaa constructions. The two 

3 . Hudson, H.P., Ruler and Compasae ,̂ p.2, 1916. 



operations, consisting of drawing a straight line deter

mined by two dis t inct points aM drawii^ of a c i rc le 

having a given or determined point for a center and a 

given distance for a radius, define the limits of 

Euclidean construction whether they are found in Euclid's 

Elements or elsewhere. 

The number of constructions possible in either 

division is definite and yet indefinite. The res t r ic t ions 

separate one group from the other s t i l l there are infinite 

numbers of constructions possible in either f ield. Prob

lem after problem of either kind has been solved by cap

able mathematicians throughout the progress of time, but 

in so far as the restr ic ted constructions are concerned 

there have been certain figures ishich many have t r ied to 

make with ruler and compasses and yet no one has succeeded. 

Perhaps the most noted of these are the determiniiig of a 

rec t i l inear figure equivalent in area to that of a c i rc le , 

and dividiig any given angle into thirds. S t i l l another 

quite famous construction is that of 'duplicating the cube. 

Then in the words of I^. H. P. Hudson, "The methods of 

coordinate geometry allow us to translate any geometrical 

statement into the language of algebra, and though this 

language is less elegant, i t has a larger vocabulary. I t 

can discuss problems in general as well as in part icular , 

and i t can give us the complete answers to the questions, 

what constructions are possible with ruler only or with 

ru ler and compasses." By the processes referred to by Dr. 
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Hudson i t has been definitely proved that neither of 

these three famous problems can be solved without re

moving the classical restrictions. To them, enthusiastic 

and interested students have offered to the public various 

solutions, many of ^ i c h have never been recqgnized. A 

few such solutions with the restrictions removed are well 

worthy of consideration. The followiig were geometers 

of note #10 'worked out' some creditable solutions to 

one or more of these three famous problems; Thales, 640 

B.C.; Hippocrates of Chios, about 420 B.C.; Anaxagoras, 

prior to 420 B.C.; Plato, 429 B.C.; Eudoxus, 408 B.C.; 

Archytas, 400 B.C.; Menaechmus, 340 B.C.; Archimedes, 

287 B.C.: Eratosthenus, 275 B.C.; Appolonius, 260 B.C.; 

Sporus and Pappus, 280 B.C.; Nicomedes, 180 B.C., and 

Heron. 

After varied experieiKies and trials the Greek mathe

maticians realized that they could not solve some of the 

more difficult constructions by means of the ruler and 

compasses alone. Especially was this true in regard to 

these three aforementioned problems. 

Since these constructions cannot be made with ruler 

and compasses only, the question as to what other instru

ments are needed, with restrictions removed, logically 

arises. To trisect the angle and duplicate the cube, very 

l i t t l e more is necessary. Explanations that follow will 

bear out this statement readily. But the other problem 

is much more difficult in that the transcendental number 

is involved. 
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In our modern times we have many amateurs who are 

Interested In geometric constructions. There is the 

high school student, the college student, and even those 

who have no school connection that spend much time in 

workii^ at one or more of these outstanding problems. 

Of the high school students who attempt these solutions 

practically none are aware of the fact that the solu

tions are impossible with ruler and compasses only. 

They are generally the plane geometry enthusiasts and 

perhaps profit a great deal from such experience in that 

they become better drilled in geometric principles. Lest 

of them ^rk on the trisection of the angle and usually 

if they arrive at an apparent solution they are unable 

to locate the falacy. The college student sometimes 

ventures on to the duplication of the cube. It seems 

that the main interest l i e s largely in the following 

fields: 

(1) Constructions for the trisecting of an angle, 

and the squaring of the circle. 

(2) Short cuts and peculiarities that are to be 

found in system of numbers. 

(2) Number puzzles and conundrums along the line 

of recreational mathematics. 

It seems that the interest in trying to duplicate 

the cubo has not been so igeen as in the other two problems. 

Of the many who try to divide the angle into thirds 

yers few are acquainted with the classical restrictions 
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of the ruler and compass. Many of them make repeated 

efforts at a solution only to give up the task as being 

too much for them. A few solutions however are close 

enough approximations to receive a lot of public attenr 

tion and are even published in newspapers. 

The amateur interest in mathematics assumes a very 

peculiar form sometimes. Within the five year period 

that Mr. 1. H. Bussey of the University of Minnesota was 

editor-inrchief of the "American Mathematical Monthly" 

he received many letters and problem solutions from 

lawyers, doctors, carpenters, retired business men, 

students and the l ike, most of whom were interested in 

solving these problems just for the pleasure, honor and 

glory that they might receive from such an achievement. 

Yet there were those few who wanted a financial reward. 

Of these, one man from Iowa thought he had proved Format's 

last theorem and wanted a bonded protection before he was 

willing to submit his work to the public. 

Then from the state of Washington another man sent 

to Mr. Bussey a construction which he considered was a 

solution for trisecting an angle. He wanted to be well 

paid financially for al l the efforts that he had put 

forth on his work. The means that he desired was for 

Mr. 1. H. Bussey to promote a plan whereby several of 

the larger universities should create a fund of $15,000 

as a percentage out of their football receipts. This 

amount he considered would merely pay him the wages of 
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s school teacher for the fifteen years that he had 

spent on his accomplishment. 

S t i l l , another method of construction by Mr. 

A. S. Frost of Lakota, North Dakota, was sent to the 

President of the University of Minnesota, and to the 

Chief Justice of the state of Minnesota. Mr. A. E. 

Frost had done a worthy piece of iwork, but upon exami

nation by professional mathematicians it was found that 

he had effected his solution by means of an auxiliary 

curve ffalch P. Delanges had Invented for the trisection 

of an angle* This curve was known uMer the t i t l e of 

**La Trisei^ente Nuova Curva" and Its description and 

explanation was published in a paper in Verona in 1783. 

About a century later Mr. Y». H. Hillhouse, relying 

str ict ly upon his own initiative discovered this same 

curve and used it in trisectiig an angle. The publi

cation for the description of this curve mag: be found 

in the "Analysf'for 1882, Vol. 9, page 181, and i t 

may be constructed by a mechanical device.. 

After I«Ir. '<U H. Bussey had examined the construc

tion and proof that this Mr. Frost had worked out, he 

recognized the similarity of the use of the curve to 
4 

that produced by Delanges and Hillhouse. 

Teubner, B.A., QjJiSl Loiid fipeziellg Alggbarschg a^d 
Tranazente Ebana Xurjfln. Volume I, p. 231-2c3, 1910. 
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The work showed a marked resemblance to the method of 

trisecting an angle by means of the carpenter's square, 

a method which employs no compasses but relies upon this 

carpenter's square Instead. Apparently the man had been 

told, perhaps while attendli^ a high school geometry 

class, that this problem had withstood the attack of al l 

mathematicians down through the ages. He did not know 

what was Included by the restrictions to ruler and com

passes. And thus having solved the problem, even by 

going beyond these restrictions, he felt that he had 

really achieved somethii^ of great value. 

Since the work that Mr. A. E. Erost had done was 

about two hundred years old he had to suffer quite a bit 

of disappointment by being robbed of honor that he justly 

deserved. However, he seemed to become reconciled to the 

recognition he got from publication of his solution, for 

i t had some new ideas in it that made i t simpler than 

either of those previous to i t . The explanation of the 

curve i tse l f was clearer and much more easily understood. 

Another man, J. 'li. Nicholson, discovered a method of 

divldli^ an angle into many divisions by means of the 
5 

carpenter's square. For aid in the trisection of an 
angle he also used a curve called the polyade which he 

drew by means of an %" shaped square. 

5. EnrlQues, Pederlgo, Fr^ea Aax Elementargeometrie, p. 236, Pig. 101. ^..--.. 
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CHAPTER III 

Problems. 

Trisecting any Angle. 

The problem of trisecting any angle is one that 

has received a volume of attention and Interest since 

the days of the early Greek geometers. The followers 

of Pythagoras were so busy with symmetrical division-

constructions of all kinds that logically enough they 

attempted trisection. One bit of history substantiates 

evidence that the Greeks In trylx^ to Inscribe In a 

circle a regular polygon of nine sides, or any multiple 

of nine, that they found themselves facing the problem 

of trisecting an angle other than a right angle. Baffling 

enough to the efforts of the shrewdest mathematicians, it 

was finally decided that the problem needed means beyond 

the restrictions to ruler and compasses for its solution. 

Since they knew very little about the conic sec

tions at that time, progress was indeed slow. But since 

a few dared to venture beyond the limitations that Plato 

would establish, we have had many interesting and worth 

while constructions made In trying to solve this problem. 

Let the angle OPR be the given angle that is to be 

trisected. In this case we are considering the acute 

angle. See figure No. 2. 

Select any convenient point A on PO other than 0 

and through A construct a line L that is parallel to 

side PR; then through A draw also a line q that Is 
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Fig. # t 
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perpendicular to PR* 

Then draw through P a line k Intersectlxg lines 

q and L at points E and F respectively so that segment 

SF Is twice the segment PA. Then the line PF Is the 

required line that trisects the given angle OPR. 

This last line drawn Is to be constructed, our 

classical restrictions being removed, by means of mark-

log the required length of segment (twice AP] on a 

ruler then sliding and plvotli^ until our marked points 

and vertex of angle line up so as to permit the proper 

requirements to be fulf i l led. In case the given axigle 

Is acute this set of simple constructions is sufficient 

and the angle RPF Is the required one-third of the given 

angle OPR. 

In order to prove the construction bisect the seg

ment EF at the point X and draw AX. Then in the right 

trlai^le EFA since X Is the midpoint of EF by construc

tion, AX, EX, and FX are equal to each other; for the 

midpoint of the hypotenuse of a right triangle Is 

equidistant from Its three vertices. But EF is equal to 

twice Ap by construction; therefore, quite clearly AX 

is equal iP and the triangle APX is isosceles. There

fore angle ^1 is equal angle AXP. But angle AXP, 

being exterior to triangle AXF is equal to angle XAF plus 

ai^le AFX. Since XF equals XA the last two angles men

tioned are equal. So, angle APX equals a^gle AXP, equals 

two angle AFX. But angle AFX equals angle FPR. Therefore 

a]3gle APR or angle OPR equals 3 angle AFX and thus the 



given angle has been trisected. 

It has been proved by reputed mathematicians that 

a geometric construction can be represented analytically. 

So, if we let p be the slope of the required line In the 

construction of figure number 3 we may form an algebraic 

equation of this trisection problem. In the figure re

ferred to of this trisection construction we may use the 

vertex P of the apgle to be trisected as the origin and 

the line PR as the horizontal axis in an analytic geometry 

set-up: In the figure with the consideration that EF 

equals 2 KP the equation for the slope of line PF is one 

of the fourth degree, namely; 

p'̂ -- 2p'' t - 3 (l^V-) p* - 2 p t ^ t ^ O 

Factoring, (p-f-t) (p^ - 3 p-̂ t̂ - 3 pf-t) r 0 

Equating each of these factors to zero gives p̂ rt 

for one value of the variable, but this apparently fails 

to satisfy a geometric solutlor for Inserting the line-

segment of given length between two given lines. Then 

the cubic factor is equated to zero and solved we get 

three roots which are tan 1 «i(» : tan 1 ( A - 4 ' 1 8 0 ) : and 

tan i {^+360'') where <̂  represents the angle to be tri

sected and B Is the angle of the slope of the required 

line. 

It was the Greek geometer, Nicomedes who gave us 

some very Important Ideas regarding the trisecting of 

the angle. He worked out the plan of placing the line-

segment of given length in between two lines so as to 

pass through a given point. However he developed the plan 
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of a locus of point requirement rather than use of the 

slldlpg ruler. And so he Invented a curve known as the 

conchoid (or called cochlold by some), a locus o£ points 

where distances from a fixed straight line measured on 

another straight line pivoting about a fixed point are 

equal to a given distance. It seems that Nicomedes In 

uslî g his curve was tryli^ to avoid as much of a mechani

cal process as possible. But apparently the use of the 

conchoid or a similar curve Is as much or more mechani

cal than using a marked straight edge. If public opin

ion and the Instruments (ruler and compasses) used In 

time of Nicomedes (about 180 B.C.) could have been more 

modern perhaps he would have substituted the use of the 

graded ruler and later-day-compasses for his co-cloidal 

curve. According to Pappus ^ito lived about 300 A.D., 

mathematicians In making the construction did not al

ways use the conchoid even though they referred to Its 

use In their explanations. He stated that it was conr 

sidered much easier to mark the given distance on a 

graded ruler and use a fitting and sliding process. 

In order to use such a plan one has to attend to 

three operations Instead of two, namely, 

(1) The given point, through which to draw the 

l ine. 

(2) The two locations made on the ruler. 

(3) And the placing of these two locations on the 

two given l ines . 
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This operation Is so simple that we find the be

ginning high school student Hantlpg to use It before he 

realizes what the classical restrictions to ruler and 

compasses are. He seems to think i t just as permissible 

to use the three operations as it is to use two points 

for drawii^ a straight l ine. 

Method by H. T. Scudder for trisecting an angle 

by uslqg an L-shaped square. 

Construction: Let the angle to be trisected be 

MON, see figure #4a. At some convenient point, F, on 

OM erect a segment EF equal to 2 units of length and 

perpendicular to OM. Through point E draw ER parallel 

to OM. Then, usli^ an L-shaped square, the width of 

the loig arm of which is also 2 units, place the square 

so that, f i rs t , the inner edge of the logger arm passes 

through point 0, second, the outer vertex of the right 

angle Is on line ER and, third, that a point S, on the 

outer edge of short arm, 4 units of length from the 

right-angled-vertex is on ON. Draw segment RS and bisect 

i t at P. Draw RK from point R perpendicular to OM. Draw 

lines RO and PO, which are the required trisecting l ines. 

Proof: Our instrument beii^ a square, OP is per

pendicular to RS. Then right triangles OPS and OPR are 

congruent, havlpg two sides and Included angle of the 

one equal respectively to the corresponding parts of the 

other. And right triangles OPR and ORE are congruent, 

having hypotenuse and side of the one equal respectively 

*manP u/?s®'rsi M&^.]namai-y nal Mr^nf h i » l / A l i i m A QF^ TQOO _ <^cr\ 
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Fig- # ^ c 
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to the hypotenuse and side of the other. Therefore the 

aqgles KOR, ROP, and POS are equal and aqgle MON has 

been t r isected. 

In the above construction the problem resolves 

I t se l f to the of determlnlpg point R on line ER. 

Delanges solved the construction in a similar way but 

located point R by a different process. In this same 

figure (#4b) he drew the curves ABRC and A'B'R'C by 

which he located the desired point R. 

Mr. Frost, previously referred to, used the con
centric c i rc les with the aid of the curve such as ABRC 

In order to locate point R. The concentric circles 

must be centered at 0. The curve ABRC was determined 

as the locus of end points of chords of fixed lengths 

with the other end points being on line ON. 

Instead of the L-square the graded ruler may be 

used to t r i sec t the angle by locating point R as did 

Nicomedes In connection with his conchoid curve. 

Trisection by Pappus. 

In this method we may have the locating of the re

quired point by means of a curve of the conic section 

type or by the ' s l iding ruler ' process. 

Let the problem be that of t r isect ing an arc. 

Construction: For the given arc AB draw the sub

tending chord AB. See figure number 4d. 

Bisect this chord at point C; then locate point 

P on the arc so that the perpendicular, PD, drawn from 

this point to the chord AB makes the distance DC equal 

to one-half the chord PB. Trial and error process by 
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the aid of a marked ruler may be used here. But Pappus 

located the point by drawing a hyperbola with point B 

as a focus, RC as a directrix and with an eccentricity 

of two. The Intersection of the hyperbola with the circle 

determines the point P. Then the arc PB Is one-third of 

the arc APB. 

Proof: Draw chords PB and PA. Draw line CR per

pendicular to AB and intersecting AP at point R. 

Then 2 CD:=PB by construction. 

Since RC is parallel to PD 

AC:CD3:AR:RP 

but AC:CD = 2 AC: 2 CD 

or AC:CD=rAB : PB 

therefore AB:PB=;AR:RP 

Since BC is the perpendicular bisector of AB we 

have AR ẑ RB and angle RABwangle ABR 

Then AB : PBziRB : RP 

Thus the triangles ABP and REP may be proved similar. 

Therefore angle PABz: angle RBP 

wangle RBA 

Therefore aî gle ABC is bisected by the line BR and 

since inscribed angles are measured by half their inter

cepted arcs, the arcs PB, AC, and CP are equal. 

Thus arc PB-1 arc APB and the required construc

tion is proved. 

If we can trisect an arc, we may use the vertex of 

an angle as a center, describe an arc to be intercepted 

by the angle then we may proceed to the trisection of 
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the angle by trisecting Its arc. 

The Plan Attributed to Archimedes. 

Our Information on the following plan comes from a 

group of lemmas of Arabic source. 
7 

Let the given angle to be trisected by NOM (See 

figure #5). 

n t h point 0 as a center and any convenient radius 

describe a circle Intersecting the sides of the given 

angle at points G and F. 

Produce NO through 0 to intersect the circle at R. 

Through G draw a line to intersect the circle at 

K and to meet NOR produced at E so as to make the seg

ment EK equal to the radius of the circle. 

The most convenient method of making this last 

construction is to use the marked straight edge alODg 

with a 'sliding' process. 

Then through 0 draw a line parallel to E^, cut

ting the circle at point P. The angle FOP is now one-

third of angle MON and thus the construction is com

pleted. 

For proof: 

EK is equal to KO, for EK was constructed equal 

to the radius of the circle. 

Therefore angle KE0:= angle KOE 

Likewise KO:*OG, being radii of same circle. 

7. Heath, T.L., Manual of Greek Mathematics, p. 151. 
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Therefore angle OKG spangle OGK, for the base angles 

of an isosceles triangle are equal. 

But angle OKG= angle KEO ̂ angle KOE 

"^2 angle KEO, for the exterior angle of 

a triangle is equal to the sum of the two non-adjacent inr 

terlor angles. 

Since OP is parallel to EG 

angle KEO r: angle PON 

And angle KGO-angle POG 

Therefore by substitution 

angle POG r^ai^le KGO wangle GKGi=2 angle KEO 

-2 angle PON 

Let angle MON be denoted by / ; 

Then angle PON-f angle POG = angle <A 

Or 3 angle PONi;angle ^ 

and angle PONrrl angleA=l angle MON 

This solut ion was worked out by Vieta about the 

year 1590 A.D. Although the Idea was not en t i re ly 

or ig ina l with him he deserved credi t for making some 

s impl i f icat ion to the construction so as to make i t 
8 

more p r a c t i c a l . The or ig ina l idea was f i r s t got out 

by Archimedes about 225 B.C. The wrk of his was conr 

cerned mostly with the t r i s ec t i on of an arc of a c i r c l e , 

which of course may be applied to the t r i s ec t i on of an 

angle subtended by the a rc . 

8 . Smith, D. E. , History of Mathematics. Volume II p . 301 
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The followlitg construction and explanation is 

that at t r ibuted to Archimedes. 

In the circle with center 0 the arc RS Is the one 

to be t r i sected. See figure #6. 

Draw the diameter RP determined by R and 0 and 

produce It to a convenient distance. 

Then draw from S a l ine to Intersect the circle at 

S and meet RF extended at point P so as to make the seg

ment PE equal to the radius of the c i rc le . Then arc 

E F ^ l . arc RS. 

Proof: 

Draw through point E a line parallel to PR and Inr 

tersectlng the circle at M, thus making arc EF equal arc 

Angle RPS=;i (arc BS - EF) 

- i arc MS 

or 2 angle RPSrsarc m 

and angle E0P=t.angle RPS since triangle OEP is isosceles, 

But angle EOF :^arc EF==.arc MR 

Therefore arc ^^2 angle RPS^ 

2 angle E0F=:2 arc MR 

and arc RS - 3 arc MR 

Thus arc RS has been tr isected. 

In two or three of the methods used for t r isect ing 

an angle and in some of the methods to be discussed for 

dupllcatli^ the cube the Important Idea in this unre

s t r ic ted type of construction is that of drawing through 

a given point such as 0 a line M so that a part of i t 
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included between two other lines such as 1 and k shall 

have a given length. In the figure #7 the segment RS 

Is of the required lei^th, and 0 the given point. 

Or the problem may be considered another way and 

In It a closer adherence to the language of the older 

geometers: 

Between two given lines k and 1, required to In

sert a line-segment of a determined length and verging 

toward a given point 0. (If the point 0 is within the 

acute angle formed by the two lines or is between them 

in case Intersection Isn't shown, the statement would 

have read 'pass through point 0' Instead of 'vergli^ to

ward point 0'). When working with ruler and compasses 

only we can quite often express our construction work by 

a single phrase or clause, but this insertion process canr 

not be expressed so simply because there are three condi

tions to be fulfilled, namely, 

(1) one end of segment on line 1; 

(2) the other end on line k; 

(3) and it must verge toward or pass through point 0« 

Since the given point is not required to take any 

certain position with respect to the lines 1 and k, it is 

possible to have any one of four solutions. See figure 

#7a. 

As is shown in the figure, if the point 0 has a posi

tion as Is represented, the required line-segment may take 

one of the positions like RjS, , RjiSâ , R^^, or R,jS«j» 

In case R^Sjand R^Sj^colnclde and occupy the position 
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of a segmtnt through point 0 perpendicular to the bisector 

of the angle formed by 1 and k, there will be only three 

real positions that the line may occupy. And then If the 

given segnent RS Is less than this perpendicular segment 

cut off by 1 and k, there are only two real positions which 

are those taken by R,S,and R.^Sa. The other two will be 

Imaginary. HKe may consider this whole process as one of 

Inserting or sliding In between lines 1 and k the given 

segment RS. 

Duplication of the Cube. 

This problem has some very interesting legendary 

history connected with It. Some legends are apparently 

the same, yet come from different sources, and vary 

slightly In their details. According to some Information 

handed down to us by Eutocius a letter written by Eratos

thenes to Ptolemy mentions a 'votive monument' erected in 

honor of Ptolemy and bearing a bronze tablet that contained 

a condensed proof and construction for the solution of the 
9 

problem. 

One legend giving account to the rise of the problem 

says that Klx^ Minos had become dissatisfied with a tomb 

that had been erected for his son Glaucus. The king thought 

i t was too small but that the shape was a l l r ight . So he 

9 . Eutocius in his writings in Archimedes De 8ph. et Cyl 
Torre l l l ' s ed p. 144, gives Information on the duplication 

?roblea. But nretscfaneider, p. 97. s ta tes that the dupllca-
lon problem had i t s origin from the works of Pythagoras in 

that they discovered the plan for constructing a square equiv
alent to twice a given square thus attempted to construct a 
cube that was twice as large as a given cube. 
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ordered that a new one be made double the size of the other. 

Some thOQght that each dimension should be doubled but it 

was soon decided that the new cube would be entirely too 

large If this plan were used. Geometers took up the question 

and worked for a long time without making much progress. 

Finally, Hippocrates of Chios reduced the problem to that of 

finding two mean proportionals between two given line seg

ments. 

Later the problem came to be known as the "Delian 

Problem", a title growing out of the following legend. The 

people of Athens were quite seriously threatened by the 

rage of a certain pestilence and in order to try to get 

rid of It a delegation was sent to consult the oracle of 

Apollo located on the Island of Delos. In giving an anr 

swer to the consultation, the oracle replied that their 

trouble would cease if the altar of the god in Athens were 

doubled. Ihen this reply was carried back to the people 

of the city a new altar was constructed immediately. But 

an error was made by either doubling the edge of the old 

cube or by placing another of the same size beside the 

old one. In either case the result was not satisfactory, 

for either the size or shape was wrong and the pestilence 

continued to rage even worse than before. The Athenians 

then sent back to the oracle to know what was wrong and 

the second reply stated that the new altar must be the 

same shape but just double the old one In volume. Again 

the problem was turned over to the mathematicians who 

after working for a tlrie reported that it was beyond their 
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knowledge of the subject. 

Plato reported that the whole affair was nothing 

more than a belittling of the Athenians for their weak

ness in the knowledge of geometry. 

Duplication of the Cube. 

Method by - Archimedes. 

The line MR represents the edge of the given cube. 

Since numerical values are dependent directly upon the 

value of unity for their interpretation it is more mean

ingful to choose or determine a unit of length for con

struction work here. So we let the segment MR have the 

value of one. 

With some convenient point such as 0 for a center 

and MR as a radius describe a circle. Draw a chord MR 

(which Is equal to the radius of the circle) and produce 

it to Q making RQ-MR. (See Fig. #8) 

Denote MR by r and the diameter of the circle by d. 

Draw OQ and denote the line by a. 

Through M draw a line b parallel to line a and pro

duce to convenient length in both directions. Denote 

line MQ by k. 

Through the point 0 draw another line intersecting 

line k in point S and line b in point X so that the seg

ment SX is equal to r. This line intersects the circle 

in points I and Z. Here we denote segment SY by m and 

segment SM by n. 

Then m and n are the two mean proportionals re

quired and m is the length of the edge of the required 
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cube. 

Proof: If we draw the line OR and extend it to inr 

tersect line b at P, then complete the parallelogram MOQP 

by drawing CiP, we get a figure that we need for reference 

later on. 

In the similar triangles SMX and SQO (The parallel 

lines b and a determine similarity here): 

21 : ̂ 3l& : m 
The corresponding sides of similar triangles are in 

proportion. 

MQ^2 r 

Therefore by substitution iA-M 
n '"Sr 

Then dr^mn (1) 

Now considering the two secants SZ and SR we have 

SI • SZrSM . SR; for, i f two secants are drawn 

from an external point to a circle the product of one 

whole secant by i t s external segment is equal to the pro

duct of the corresponding parts of the other. 

Then substituting the let ters we have 

m(m + d) =::n (n-^r) (2) 

But from (1) X-nfl ^^^ X^B 
m d n o 

by addition r4-n ^ m-4-d 
n d 

and ri-U:i^ 
m t-d d 

but from (2) m-n-f-r 
n "m-i-d 

therefore m^ ^^ ^-.asIL. 
n d m 

or J : _ 5 2 j irJl 
m n d 

Thus m and n are the required mean proportionals 

between r and d, two given or ddtermined segments. From 
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these proportions we get that; 

B^.rn ; n*^. da 

B^^rmn, but mn=:rd 

therefore n?=;rrdr2r'^ 

So a cube constructed with its edge equal to m, will 

have a volume equal to twice that of the given cube with 

edge r. 

This proof by the analytic process was discovered by 

Hippocrates. That Is to say it was he who reduced the pro

cess to finding two mean proportionals between two given 

line segments. 

In the figure #8 since d^2, r-l, the line b will 

be tangent to the circle at M. Draw OT perpendicular to 

the line SQ. Then if we use the line OT as the negative 

end of the vertical axis in an analytic geometry consider

ation, we may form the equation for the slope p of the 

line SY as one of fourth degree; 

33{/̂ -h 30^f^pH6 iSp - 9 - 0 

Then factorii^ (p-^fS) (33^^ - 3 l3p^Hh9p - 3.S^rO 

by equating these factors to zero we have pf-j3:^0 

or p :;:.-/ 3 

Referring to the figure we see that this root is 

permissible and the line RP is the line segment to be 

placed in between lines b and k and verge to point 0. 

10. Heath, T.L., A laaual M SiL&^k MatheipatjQg, p. 131. 
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However this root does not give us the segments m and n 

and thus fa l l s to find our two mean proportionals. 

Then the other factor equated to zero, 

33p^ - 3\S5V9p • 3i;S't:0 when solved as a cubic 

equation gives three roots two of which are imaginary 

and the other pz:^2 Is the desired one as i t is repre

sented SY-VST 

Solution by Eratosthenes. 

Perhaps the most convenient application of this 

process can be effected by means of a mechanical device 

consisting of a r igid, rectangular slide-frame and three 

rectangles of the same dimensions with the length of each 

equal to the width of the frame. By using these simple 

instruments, two line-segments that are the mean propor

tionals between two given line-segments may be determined. 

If these instruments are not easily accessible, a rectang

ular drawing with card-board triangles may be used conven

ient ly. 

In the drawing (See Fig. #9) le t UWQ, represent the 

r ig id , rectangular frame, and the equal rectangles be NOPE, 

EPRF, and FRSG. Figure #9a shows the application of the 

triangles with MNOQ again the ruled frame and KPE, E'RF, 

and F'SG the movable cardboard t r iangles. 

For construction the triangles are to be made with 

the point L located on the side SG so that the segment SL 

is equal to the edge of the given cube and the line SG 

(which must be equal to HO) is twice SL. The triangles 

used here must be right t r iangles . Draw a l ine (or rule 
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a straight edge) from N through point L and Intersecting 

OQ at point T. Triangle KPN must be placed so that ver

tex N Is at point N of the ruled rectangle MO? and side 

N£ coinciding with NM; then point H must be determined 

as the Intersection of E'R with iiP and point K the inter

section of F'S with FR. Triangles E'RF and F'SG must 

have their sides E'F and F'G, respectively, coinciding 

with NM and be slid along NM until points H, K, and L all 

line up so as to be on line NT. 

Then the determined segments HP and KR are the re

quired mean proportionals. 

Proof: From parallel lines we have the following 

similar triangles 

NTO Is similar to HTP, 

NTP Is similar to HTR, 

HPT Is similar to KTR, 

HRT Is similar to KST. 

Thus the following proportions: 

NO : HPaOT : PT ĉ NT : HT 

-PT : RT 

-HP : KR 

But HP : KRrHR : KS rKR : LS 

or HP : KR-KR : LS 

Therefore NO : HP :̂  HP : KR rKR : LS 

by substitution. Then HP and KR are the me en pro

portionals between NO and LS and 

2 (LS)\ (KR)̂  makii^ i t evident that KR is 

the edge of the required cube. 
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In this solution we again have a construction with 

simple Instrunents Involving the sliding and guiding move

ment which is beyond the field of classic restrictions to 

ruler and compasses, but a construction that Is very sim

ple In the operations that are necessary. 

Duplication of the Cube by Nicomedes. 

He was the Inventor of the curve knovm as the con

choid which is used largely for the trisection of an angle 

and duplication of the cube. With the following method 

Nicomedes used the conchoid, and according to Eutocius he 

was proud of It, but In this reference its use will be 

omitted for the simple marked ruler (restrictions here 

removed) will serve our purpose satisfactorily. 

Construction: The line-segment FG Is the side of 

the given cube. (See Fig. #10) 

Construct a rectangle with FG as the width and EF 

(=2FG) as the length. 

Bisect FG at S and EF at M. 

Draw SH perpendicular to FG and of such length that 

GH used as a radius is equal to FG and to EM. 

Through point M draw DM and extend it to meet FG 

produced at R. Join R and H and draw SK parallel to RH. 

Through point H draw a line to meet FG produced 

(through G) at the point L and Intersecting GK at K in 

such a way as to make KL iGH. 

The marked straight edge and sliding pivoting, pro

cess will be eaqployed in order to make this last construction, 

11. Ball , W.I.R., i Short i££iiauijt M JsM HJstiory oi 
y.athematics, p. 85 . 
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Draw LD and produce it to Intersect FS produced 

(through E) at point P. 

Then KP and GL are the required mean proportionals. 

Proof: SGi-GL=;SL 

Therefore (SOfGL)^:- SL*^ 

Then since S Is the midpoint of F6 and by squaring 

out and substituting we have GL . FL-f-M^^SL 

If we add "sS to both sides we have 

GL. FL^M'^I;*' 

Now since DG is parallel to PF and ED Is parallel to 

FL, and a line parallel to the base of a triangle divides 

the other two sides proportionally we have 

PE : BP=rPD : DL=:ED : GL 

= BG : GL 

But EF is equal 2 MF and SG equal i FG 

therefore PB : EM-FG : i QL^Z FG : GL 

r: RG : GL 

nHX : KL (SK is parallel to 

RH by construction). Applying addition to the proportion 

PE : lM;zHK : XL we have PM : EM=iHL : ¥L 

But by construction EM=KL and if the consequests of 

a proportion are equal the antecedents are equal; therefore 

PM ĤL and PS^ffi.^ Now EM-HEP=:PM 

therefore PM^2 EM . EP-f-lP4-lM* and by factoring and 

combining (2 MzirW); f l W p - . EP-f-M^ 

and lE^̂ GL • FL-f-GH as has already been proved. 

Therefore by equatli^ values PF . EP-f-EM=GL . FLH-GH'' 

But EM=GH; therefore PF . EP=GL . FL 

Then GL : EP=PF : FL by forming a proportion 
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^ DG : GL since triangle D6L Is similar to triangle 

PPL. 

But we have also PF : PL EP : ED since triangle 

PED is similar to triangle PFL. 

Therefore by equatli^ ratios that are equal we have 

DG : GL=:GL : EP=:EP : ED and by substitution 

DG : GL=:GL : EP=EP : FG or inverting 

FG : EP=EP : GL=GL : DG solving as in problems 

above, 2 P5f=W^ 

Thus EP is the edge of the required cube. 

Duplication of the Cube by Elementary 

Approximate Constructions. 
^ 12 

Appollonlus' Method: 

This method In general Is attributed to Appollonlus, 
and 

but parts of It have been improved by aids/construetions 

from Heron and Philon of Byzantium. 

T^e may observe also that a general nature of the 

proof Is quite similar to that In the solution by Nicom

edes. 

Let the line-segment OP be the edge of the given 

cube. (See Figure #11). Then with ON equal to 2 OP con

struct a rectangle MNOP and we proceed to construct the 

two mean proportionals between them. Draw the two deter

mined diagonals OM and PN letting them intersect at point 

B. Extend OP through P indefinitely (to a convenient 

12. Snrlques, Federlgo, Frag en der Elementary 
Vol. 2, Article 9, p. Sgl" 

eometrle, 
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distance) and extend ON through N In a similar manner. 

Next we employ a construction with classical restric

tions removed. Take point B for a center and a radius 

of sufficient length to permit the circle drawn to in

tersect OP (produced) at point S and ON (produced) at 

point T in such a way that the three points, S, M, and T 

will lie on a straight line. 

Then draw the chord SMT. The two segments SP and 

NT thus determined are the two mean proportionals required, 

Proof: Draw BS, BT, and BR perpendicular to OP and 

BA perpendicular to ON. Therefore BR is parallel to ON 

and AB is parallel to OS; PR = OR and AO:=NO 

Now PR-^-PS^^RS 

(PR-fPS)*'=-M'' 

Again by squaring and combining 

OS . PS + PR^W"^ 

Adding IS to both members of the equation 

OB . PS-4-PI = " M V application of the Pythagorean 

Theorem. 

Similarly OT . NT+M^l^"" 

NowPB~BN and K=BT 

Therefore OS . PS+PB^OT . NT-/-M^ 

And 03 . PS-OT . NT 

Then from this product we form the proportion 

OS : OT=rNT : PS (1) 

But the right triangles OTS and MIT are similar and 

we have the following proportion OS : OT=:MN : NT (2) 
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And from triangles SPM and MNT being similar we 

have the following proportion 

MN : NT;=SP.PM (3) 

Then equating the ratios that are equal we have 

MN : NT-NT : PS-PS : PM or by substituting 

OP : NT̂ NT : PS^PS : ON 

Thus NT and PS are the required mean proportionals. 

Solving as In preceding problems 2 "DF W and a cube 

constructed with edge equal to Nl' Is the required cube. 

The drawing of the circle with point B as a cen

ter is a bit more tedious here than some methods used In 

the other constructions, but by trial and markings one 

may do a reasonably accurate piece of work. Tte methods 

by Heron Von Alexandrian and Philon Von Godora are very 

much similar to this one just described. 

Duplication of the Cube 

Method by Sporus and Pappus. 

Again Eutocius gives us through his writings this 

method which each of these famous mathematicians worked 
13 

out. Perhaps each of Sporus and Pappus evolved their own 

method, but the principles involved are the same and thus 

we consider just the one method and credit them jointly 

with I t . 

Similarly we might give Diodes recognition for work 

on the same, but his plan was dependent on the rise of a 

13. Gow, J . , Jji^jjao J2£ Sreek Matheia^tiQs, p. 180. 
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curve known as the cissold, while the one given here sub

st itutes for the use of this curve a marked straight

edge and sliding process. 

Thus we proceed to construction of finding two 

mean proportionals between two given line segments. 

Construction: Let GH represent the edge of the 

given cube; then our problem is to find a line-segment 

the cube of which is twice that of GH. 

Using any convenient point for a center such as 0 

(See Figure #12) describe a circle with some convenient 

length such as OA for a radius. Draw diameters AB and 

KL perpendicular to each other. Bisect the radius OK at 

point M and draw line AM to intersect the circle at point 

S. Then by means of the marked straight-edge construct 

from B a line to intersect AS at point E, line OK at 

point F, and the circle at point C so as to make the 

segment FC=:FE. 

Through point S construct a line perpendicular to 

AB at R and intersecting the circle at P. From point C 

construct a perpendicular to AB at point D. Draw EJ 

parallel to AB cutting CD at point J. 

From this construction we get a ratio by which we 

construct with our given line segment the one that is 

required. 

At this point the necessary ratio will be developed 

in the form of a proof before the final construction is 

made. 
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The segments HP and KB are the mean proportionals 

between AB and RS. 

Proof: Since EP Is equal to OP by construction 

segment EJ Is bisected by OK and therefore arc Cl^arc KP 

Then RP-DC and OD-OR 

AD=BR by subtraction 

and BD^AR 

Therefore BD : DC=:AR : RP 

Since AGPB is the semicircle and RP is perpendicular 

to AB 

'̂ ê have AR : RP = RP : RB 

Triangles BDC and BRE are similar 

Therefore BD : DC = BR : RE 

Equating these equal ratios we have 

AR : RP=RP : RB=RB : RE 

Inverting RE : RB=RB : Rp:=RP : AR 

Then by making fourth proportional construction to 

segments RE, RB and the given segment GH a segment X can 

be determined and then by a similar process segment y can 

also be determined and we finally get the proportion 

GH : X = X : y=ry : 2GH 

In our construction A0=2 OM, so AR"=2 RS and thus 

we use GH and 2 GH. 

Solving this proportion as before 

2 G S ^ X ^ 

Then line-segment X is the edge of the required 

cube. 
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14 
Duplication of the Cube 

Method by Archytas. 

Another Interestli^ plan for finding two mean pro

portionals between two given line-segments Is the one by 

Archytas. 

Quite different from any of the others It involves 

a three dimensional space. The general breaking away from 

classical restrictions to ruler and compasses Is not neces

sary. In this method the problem is literally one of 

finding a point which Is the Intersection of surfaces. 

Archytas was one of the Pythagoreans and it appeared that 

Plato did not like the solution that was given. let Plato 

received benefit from the works of Archytas as well as 

from that of other fellow-Pythagoreans. 

Construction: 

Let EH be the edge of the given cube (See figure #13). 

In a horizontal plane construct a circle with any given 

point for a center and a radius equal to EH. 

Draw diameter EF and a chord SH equal in length to 

the radius. 

On the semicircle EHF as a base construct a half-

cylinder. 

With Ei* as a diameter let the semicircle whose plane 

is perpendicular to that of EHFG revolve about point S as 

a pivot. In the horizontal plane a tangent is drawn to 

14. U u i . p. 182. 
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the c i rc le at P and the l ine EH is produced to intersect 

I t at A. As the triangle turns about point E i t des

cribes a curve on the half cylinder. Then the triangle 

EPA revolving about EF as an axis generates a right c i r 

cular cone. 

The intersection of the conic surface and the half 

cylinder in the curve is the point R. Draw from R the 

line perpendicular to the horizontal plane and i t must 

meet the semicircle at point C. 

As the triangle AEF revolves r.bout i t s axis EF des-

cribiug the conic surface, the point H describes the semi

circle HPG, the plane of which is perpendicular to the hor

izontal plane EHFG. Since line RC is perpendicular to the 

plane EHFG the l ine PM as the intersection of the two planes 

will be perpendicular to the plane -̂HFG and thus perpendi

cular tc l ine GH. Here we may consider as reasons the two 

statements: the l ine of intersection of two planes each 

perpendicular to a third plane Is also perpendicular to 

that third plane; and if a l ine Is perpendicular to a plane 

i t is perpendicular to every line in the plane that passes 

through i t s foot, GH beiig the line of intersection of 

planes GHP and EHFG. 

GPH being a semicircle we have PM the mean propor

tional between the segments of the diameter; 

Thus PM ĜM . ^̂ ^ 

But GM . MH-EM . MC for the product of the segments 

of one chord is equal to the product of the segments of the 

other* 
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Therefore PM:=:EM • MC and thus a circle may be 

circumscribed about the points E, P, and C with EC as a 

diameter. Therefore PM Is perpendicular to EC and Is 

therefore parallel to RC. 

Thus triangles EBN, ENR and ECP are similar. 

Therefore SP : EC = EC : ER 5: ER : EN 

But EP :^ EH, both being elements of the same conic 

surface. 

And EN-E? by construction 

Then by substitution EH : EC = EC : ER-SR : EF 

Thus we get EC and ER as the two ment'proportionals 

between EH and EF. Since EF is equal to 2 EH by solving 

this proportion we get 2 IH-BO and EC Is the edge of 

the required cube. 

Doubling the Cube 

Method by Plato. 

Plato was generally known as a philosopher and think

er. His contributions to arithmetic and geometry were in

valuable. He Is well remembered by his statement. 

"Let no one Ignorant of geometry enter my doors", 

which Is considered by some as a college entrance requlre-
15 

ment. 

The plan to be shown here Is rather simple in i ts 

appearance and proof. Although the use of a complicated 

15. Smith, D. E., i j ia iaa Sd. M|tbeptiP8, p. 88, Vol. 1. 
Here Mr. Smith gives the Greek statement from Tjhich 

the quotation was translated. 
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curve Is not needed, rectilinear Instruments are the In-

struments employed. 

Construction: The edge of the given cube is RS. 

Draw a set of two perpendicular ax|s intersecting at point 

0. (See figure #14). 

On the vertical axis lay off segment OS equal to RS. 

Then on the horizontal axis lay off segment OP equal to 

2 RS. Next locate two points F and R on the axis, F being 

on the horizontal axis opposite point P from 0, R being on 

the vertical axis opposite point E from 0, in such a way 

that the determined lines EF and PR will each be perpendi

cular to the determined line RF. Two of our transparent 

triangle Instruments and a straight edge may be used to 

make this last construction quite convenient. According 

to Eutocius it Is said that Plato invented a sort of 

frame instrument with a pair of sliding right-triangles 

with which to make the construction. Many authorities on 

mathematical works refuse to credit this work to Plato on 

the grounds that it makes use of such mechanical means, a 

thing to which he was much opposed. 

Proof: Since the triangle BFR is a right triangle 

by construction 

We have W ^ O E . OR 

Hence OE : OF~OF : OR 

Also the triangle FRP is a right triangle thus 

05=0F . OP 

Hence OP : OR-OR : OP 
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Equating ; OS : OF-OF : OR-OR : OP 

Therefore OF and OR are the two required mean pro

portionals between OE and OP. 

Solving as previously 2 M=1S^ and OF Is the edge 

of the required cube. 

According to Plutarch the mathematicians Eudoxus, 

Archytas, and Menaechmus were criticised by Plato for using 

mechanical devices and methods for solutions of the 'Means-

proportional problem'. He said that the value of geometry 

as a study was being made rather conmonplace and thus prac

tically destroyed. Plutarch also makes a similar report, 

saying that geometry and mechanics were not allied in any 

way. Here we find Plato playing an Important role as a 

geometrician. To Greek geometry he meant nearly as much 

as Pythagoras himself. To Plato we owe the placing of the 

strict restrictions to ruler and compasses in the field of 

geometry and thus the development of it as a science. 

Duplication of the Cube 

by Menaechmus. 

Perhaps the methods referred to here are not due 

to be described according to the limitations that I have 

placed on this discussion, but Menaechmus deserves worthy 

credit for what he did to advance Greek geometry. Only a 

brief explanation of his solutions by means of parabolas 

will suffice tere. 

Construction: Let ON be the edge of the given 

cube. (See Fig. #15). 
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Draw OX and 01 perpendicular to each other and 

Intersecting 0. Below point 0 lay off on OT the dis

tance ON equal to the edge of the given cube. To the 

left of 0 on OX lay off the distance OM equal to 2 ON. 

Then construct a parabola with 0 as a vertex, 01 

as an axis and ON for a latus rectum. Construct an 

hyperbola with point 0 for a vertex and with OX and 01 

for asymptotes. 

These two curves Intersect at point P and the 

perpendiculars PB and PA to the axis OX and 01, respect

ively, are drawn forming the rectangle APBO. Then the 

segments PA and PB are the required mean proportionals 

between ON and OM. The segment PA Is the edge of the 

cube required* 

Proof: Since the point P Is on both the hyper

bola and the parabola 

we have OM . ON=:OA . OB:rPB .PA (1) 

and ON 

or ON 

or ON 

and ON 

Therefore ON 

equal ratios. 

Thus proving that AP and PB are the t̂ o mean pro

portionals between ON and OM. Again solving these propor

tions we get 2 ON=?AP 

Therefore the cube with edge equal to AP is double 

the cube with edge equal to ON. 

OA: 

AP: 

AP: 

AP: 

AP: 

-W^-
:::AP : 

-AP : 

-PB : 

-AP : 

AP* 

OA 

(2) 

PB by substitution 

OM 

PB= 

from (1) 

-PB : OM by equa ting the 
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Menaechmus offers another solution with two parabolas 

Instead of parabola and hyperbola. Again the two perpendi

cular axes OX and OY are drawn. (See figure #16). Segments 

ON and OM are laid off as before. Then parabola with vertex 

at point 0 latus rectum ON and axis OY is drawn; also para

bola with vertex 0, latus rectum OM, and axis OX is drawn. 

These two parabolas intersect at point P and from their 

construction we have ON . OA=:Pl̂  (1) 

and OM . OB=Pl^ (2) 

From (1) ON : PA=:PA : OA 

From (2) OB : PB=:PB : OM 

but OB̂ PA and PB = OA 

So PA : OÂ OA : OM 

Therefore ON : PA==PA : OA~OA : OM by equating ratios. 

Thus PA and PB, (which is equal to OA) are the required mean 

proportionals between ON and OM. 

And 2 ON=Pl making PA the edge of the required 

cube. 

In these solutions for trisecting any angle and dup

licating the cube it is quite evident that methods using the 

compasses and graded ruler are much more advantageous and 

convenient than those of the Euclidean compasses and un

marked ruler. By using these conveniences we can solve geom-

trlcally some constructions, the analytic geometry equations 

for which, are, of the third or fourth degree; and in turn if 

such equations have real numbers for coefficients, they can 

be solved geometrically. Any general equation of the third 

degree may be transformed to one of a reduced cubic and then 
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16 
solved by Cardan's formulas. If these roots are real and 

two of them equal the solution can be made by ruler and 

compasses. 

Quadrature of the Circle. 

The symmetry of the circle makes It a figure that 

has long ^QBU appealing to the eye, but its shape does 

not permit of convenience In measuring surface. The 

Egyptians measuring their land areas in terms of square 

units found themselves confronted with the problem of 

measuring curved or circular figures. Thus arose the 

problem of 'Quadrature of the circle' or that of finding 

a square equivalent In area to that of a circle. Some 

have expressed the idea as being equivalent to that of 

finding a rectangle whose dimensions are equal respec

tively to the radius and semicircumference of the circle. 

Since the question is one concerniiag measurement of area 

we may consider i t as old as geometry i tself . 

The difficulty of solving the problem is due to 

the incommensurability between the radius and circumfer-
17 

ence of the circle. According to Pappus this probl^i 
had its solution worked out by Dinostratus, Nicomedes, 

16. For verification see Adler, August, Theorie der GeogiQ-
trischen IConstruGtiQnen.̂ 20^ also Enriques, Federlgo, 
iTMgsLaML ElfifflentargeQffletrU,̂ 20 Ch. ¥II, Yol. i i . 

17. Cajorl, Florlan, History .of MathfiBiatics (Revised and 
Enlarged Edition), Macmlllan Co., New York, 1926, p. 246. 
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and later mathematicians by means of a line or curve 

that was called the "Quadratrix", on account of its use 

in this connection. 

Some writers give us accounts of Egyptians having 

estimated the area of a circle in terms of Its diameter 

as early as 1800 B.C. One value given was Md'^where d 
81 

represents the diameter. 

John T^allis worked diligently at a method of square 

ing the circle, but failed in his efforts at a solution 

by means of a 'series' because he did not know a general 

form of the binomial theorem. Finally by another awkward 

plan he was able to arrive at a solution. Neither of the 

other two problems, perhaps have had as many students or 

enthusiastic 'thinkers' try at their solutions as has 

this one. It seems that practically every age has had 

its horde of attackers of the quadrature of the circle. 

Near the close of the eighteenth century there were 

so many solutions for this problem turned in to examining 

officials at the Paris Academy that it was found neces

sary to send out a statement to the public that no more 
18 

offerings would be examined. 

Many had begun to think that the solving of the 

problem was impossible, but this fact was not proved until 

18. Itii., p. 246. 
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about a century later. In 1882 A.D., F. Lindemann from 

Berlin Academy, Berlin, Ger., proved that pi is a trans

cendental number. Yleta of the sixteenth century worked 

out a certain numerical value for pi by an infinite num

ber process. Then by considering regular polygons of 3, 

8, 16, 32, 64 sides, inscribed in a circle of 

unit radius calculated the area of the circle to be 

2 I 

James Gregory of about the same time tried to prove 

by a principle of Archimedes that the quadrature of the 

circle was impossible and worked out several formulas for 

calculatli^ the value of pi. Even though he himself be

lieved the solution Impossible he failed to make his proof 

of it sufficiently convincing. Of the earlier contributors 

who gave worthily to the discussions on this subject might 

be mentioned here names of such mathematicians as Antiphon, 

the Sophist, Archimedes, Bryson, Anaxagoros, Hippocrates 

of Chios, Hlpplas, Dinostratus, Nicomedes, Appolonius and 

others. 

The numerous attempts at these solutions may be 

grouped into three classes: (1) trying to prove that the 

area of a circle is equal to the area of a right triangle 

which has a base equal to the circumference of the circle 

and an altitude equal to its radius; (2) the strict ruler 

and compass process, and (3) the inscribed regular polygon 

process. Of course the strict ruler and compass process 

was soon found to be tedious and then proved impossible. 
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This problem l i t e r a l l y resolves i tself into find

ing the numerical value of p i , that Is , the numerical ra t io 

of the circumference of a circle to I ts diameter. Since It 

has been proved by the 'theory of l imits ' process that the 

area of a c i rc le Is equal to half the product of the circum

ference and the radius, to determine the numerical value of 

pi would reduce the area problem to one s t r i c t l y In terms 

of a straight l ine , the radlus# Archimedes' plan of exhaus

tion was a fair ly rel iable one for long years after his time. 

The following Is a description of the solution. Con

struction: To a c i rc le whose radius, OM^Ys", and ^ o s e 

center is 0 we draw the tangent MR. (See Fig. #17) 

Angle MOR Is constructed equal to one-third of a 

r ight angle. Bisect angle MOR by the line OS, then the 

angle MOS by the l ine OT, and angle MOT by line OK, and 

ai^le MOX by line OL. Then on the tangent RM produced 

through M lay off MX equal to ML. The angle XOL is equal 

to 1 of a right angle and ^^ 1 of a perigon, and there

fore the line LX Is the side of a regular circumscribed 

polygon of ninety-six s ides . 
1? 

By following the plan attributed to Archimedes, 

How QU : m}2Sb : 153,(1), for OM : MR=:K3 : 1, MR being 

taken as unity. And OR : MR = 2 : 1=306 : 153, (2) , 

£^ belrg the bisector of angle MOR 

OR : OU^BS : SM 

or by addition OR-fOM : OM ĤS-HSM : SM=RM : SM 

19. Heath, T.L., Greek Mathematics. Yol. I I , p.52. 
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Alternating ORf-OM : RM=OM : SM 

Therefore OM : SM>571 : 153 by 

adding (1) and (2) . 

And^^: SH^'SB^-'gir^ : SB'' 

>(57lVl53M'': l5S^ 
>349450 : 23409 

Therefore OS : SM>591 1/8 : 153 

Since the limit of OS : SM has been worked out from 

the ratio OR : PM, which Is equal to OM : MR we may like

wise find the limit of OM : W then of OM : MT and so on 

to finally OM : ML. Hence we may get a limit to the ratio 

2 OM : MX. 

Treating the Inscribed polygon In a similar manner: 

(See figure #18) construct angle MPR=l/3 of a right angle 

and in the circle with center 0 and diameter MP. 

Bisect angle MPR by line PS, 

Ai^le MPS by line PT, 

and angle MPT by line PK. 

Draw chord ML which is the side of a regular inr 

scribed polygon of 96 sides. Draw chords MS and MR, which 

intersects PS at point A. Then by having two aisles of 

the one equal to angles of the other we have the following 

triangles similar; MPS, ARP, and MSA 

Therefore PS : MŜ M̂S : AS==PR : AR 

P̂M : MA, for angle MPR Is bisected by PS. 

(MP-FRP) : (MA-f-AR)=MP+m : 
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But RP : MR / 1351 ; 780 

and MP : MR=:2 : L= 1560 : 780 

Therefore PS : MS ̂ 2911 : 780, (by addition) 

So Iff ^ MX(2911^780^1 : 780*̂  

{9082321 : 608400 

and MP : MS {3013| : 780 

Again as we have found a limit for PS : MS and MP:MS 

from MP : MR and the limit of RP : MR, we may likewise find 

a l imit f or PT : TM and PM : MT from the limits of PM : MS 

and PS : 3iB and by continuing, to finally get the limit of 

MP : LM. 

When the arithmetic values for both the circumscribed 

and inscribed regular polygons are figured out by the conr 

tlnuatlon series referred to we get a limit just greater 

than pi and one just l e s s . 

And respectively they are (See the table X) 

amp \ - \ 2p&& 
46731 / ' ' / 201^ 

Which simplifies to 3 l\-)3 10 

Thus we have an approximate value of pi from consi

derations of the circumscribed and inscribed regular poly-

gona of 96 sides. Then from the fact that the variation 

from accuracy is very slight the value arrived at has been 

generally accepted. 

However, if we desire to have a literal consideration 

of the meanii^ of the phrase, 'quadrature of the circle' the 

following explanation is offered. If we Inscribe a regular 

polygon in a circle of radius r and side s, then in the same 

circle inscribe another regular polygon of double the number 
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of sides as the first and having p for Its side, the fol

lowing formula may be derived by means of the Pythagorean 

Theorem; 

p=V2r'"- r K 4 r ^ s ^ 

Using this formula, inscribing a regular hexagon In 

a circle of radius unity, we may calculate the perimeter of 

a polygon of 12, 24. 48, 96, 192, 384. 768, and so on number 

of sides. In this manner of continuation we estimate very 

closely the circumference of the circle since there will 

finally remain very little difference between the circum

ference and the inscribed perimeter. Thus the area of the 

circle and that of the polygon, of say 768 sides, will be 

practically equal. But a regular polygon may be reduced 

to a square and the circle, approximately, will have been 

squared. This plan of exhaustion is the one generally ac

cepted as the most practical for determining the numerical 

ratio pi. 

This value being known the area of any circle may be 

calculated in terms of square units. 

So the quadrature of the circle Is still an unsolved 

problem so far as ruler and compass constructions are con

cerned or so far as absolute accuracy Is concerned. 

Quadrature of a Lune. 

Attempts at reducing a lune to a rectilinear figure 

were successful at a reasonably early date and in some mea

sure lent Impetus to the work of squaring the circle. It 

was around 430 B.C. when Hippocrates first squared a lune 

formed on the outside of a circle. See figure #19. 
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The constructions used in this solution are simple 

enough to stay within the classical restrictions to ruler 

and compasses. The lune to be studied is constructed as 

follows: in a semi-circle with center 0 and diameter EP 

draw the perpendicular bisector OM of EF to Intersect 

the circle at M. 

Draw chords EM and MF and on EM as a diameter con

struct a semicircle; then the lune ENMP is the one to be 

'squared'. 

Now the segments (semicircles) ENM and EMF are com

pared. Since EMF is a right angle and EM;=:MF 

W^2m^ 
z z 

and semicircle ENM : semicircle EMF=EM : EF 

for the areas of two circles (therefore semicircles) are to 

each other as the squares of their diameters. 

Therefore segment ENM^i segment EMF 

=:quadrant EMO 

Subtracting the common part , segment EPM from both 

right and lef t members of this equation gives. 

Lune ENMP =? triangle EMO 

and thus the lune has been reduced to a rect i l inear figure 

and thus 'squared' . 

I t is easily apparent that this lune just studied Is 

not a generalized figure; so the following solution by Hip-

pocrate"? is a bi t more generalized and uses a plan that re

moves the classical res t r i c t ions . One treatment Is of a 

lune whose outer circumference is more than a semicircle, 

another of a lune whose outer circumference Is les^s than a 
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semicircle, and this last one is as follows: 

Construction: Draw a circle with diameter EF and 

center 0. (See figure #20) Erect CK the perpendicular 

bisector of radius OP and Intersecting It at point K. 

Draw through F a line Intersecting KC at M and 

the circle at A so that the segment AM Is equal the length 

of the side of a square that is one and a half times the 

square with side equal to OF. 

Through point A draw a line such as AB parallel to 

EF. Draw OM and produce it to intersect AB at B. 

Draw AO and BF, then FM and it being produced pass

es through point A. Describe the circle determined by A, 

0, F and B (they have been determined in symmetrical posi

tions) with its center point C. Also draw the circle 

determined by A, M, and B. Then the lune AMBFO is the one 

whose area is to be 'squared'. 

Proof: Here It will be necessary to prove that the 

area of the lune is equivalent to that of a rectilinear 

figure and that its out arc is less than a semicircle. 

Since chord AM is equal to chord MB and AO, BF and OF are 

all equal the segments on AM and MB sre similar to those 

on AO, OF, and BF, for each of these segments contain 

equal angles, that is an angle equal to the supplement of 

the angle ABM. 
-a- -- ^ 

by construction AM =:3 OF 

But similar segments are to each other as the squares of 

their subtending chords. 

Therefore segment on AM-3 segment on OF 
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or 2 segment on AiL^2 segment on OF 

•y-segment on AO 
• \ 

-f segment of OP-{-segment on FB. 

But lune AMBFO-segments on AO, OF, and FB-Vtrape-

zold AOFB - segment AMB. 

Now segment AMB = segments on AM and BM-^triangle ABM. 

But segments on AM and BM are equal to the three segments 

on AO, OF, and BF. 

Therefore lune AMBFO =.triangle AMO t r i a n g l e BMP 

-^triangle OMF and thus the lune is equal to rec t i l inear 

figure, that i s , is squared. 

In order to prove that arc AOFB is less than a semi

circle i t wil l be sufficient to prove angle AOB Is obtuse. 

The triangles AOF and OMF are similar since they are 

each Isosceles and have a base angle of one equal to a base 

angle of the other, angle OFM being common. 

Therefore AF : OP^OF : MF 

W^AF . MF 

or (AM-hMF) M F - " ^ ^ 
. MF-*-MF^OF-S AM by construction 

Therefore ÎF ^AM, for W must be<^2 "^ 

.1^ I,. 2 ^ 

and so AF> 2 

Hence W > 2 

by substitution 15/^2 

by construction I M C S AO'^ A"© f - i IS 

and therefore AM N AO -f- OM 

and thus the angle AOB is not a r i g h t angle but is 

greater than a right angle and so arc AOFB must be less than 
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a semicircle, for it subtends an angle greater than a right 

angle. 

Only one part of this construction breaks over the 

boundaries of the classical restrictions to ruler and com

passes. This sliding and 'verging' process Is quite easily 

done here as soon as the proper length for segment AM has 

been determined. To do this it Is only necessary to con

struct the mean proportional between the segment OF and a 

segment one and a half times OF giving, as you see 

li OF : X:^X : OF 
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CHAPTER IV 

CQncluaio.Ti 

To use the ruler alone the constructions implied 

In Euclid's first postulate are the ones that may be 

drawn; that Is, lines joining two points which may be 

given or determined. New points may be determined by 

the intersection of lines or by the projection of 

other points provided their projective coordinates are 

rational functions of those projected. 

Constructions that can be made with ruler alone 

may also be made with compasses only. Since any geome

tric construction may be expressed in the language of 

algebra, it has been found that those points and those 

only may be constructed with ruler alone ??hose coordi

nates, or projective coordinates, are rational funo^ 

tions of those of the given points. 

Similarly, with ruler and compasses a problem. 

may be solved, if and only if the analytic equations 

of Its solution may be expressed by means of rational 

functions and quadratic surds. 

In conclusion we see the possibilities of geome

tric constructions when the classical restrictions are 

removed. Problems unsclvable by Euclid's ruler and 

compasses become rather simple #ien the restrictions 

are removed. Many have tried to solve some of these 
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famous problems without knowing that they have been 

proved 'impossible' by the ungraded ruler and compass 

process. Some learned mathematicians are of the opin

ion that even high school teachers should tell their 

students that it is impossible to trisect an angle, 

in order that their efforts at such may not be put 

forth in vain. Yet, if students had not been permit

ted to attack problems which seemed difficult or un

sclvable, during the ages of the progress of this 

science, many of our tedious solutions of construc

tions may never have been worked out. It seems that 

sooner or later any 'worker' of geometric problems is 

destined to find out what problems are not solvable. 

Present day simple Instruments add much to the conven

ience of many constructions. If we remove the classical 

restrictions. 
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